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The New Social Theory Reader
2001

this comprehensive reader will give undergraduate students
a structured introduction to the writers and works which
have shaped the exciting and yet daunting field of social
theory throughout the text key figures are placed in debate
with each other and the editorial introductions give an
orienting overview of the main points at stake and the areas
of agreement and disagreement between the protagonists
the first section sets out some of the main schools of thought
including habermas and honneth on new critical theory
bourdieu and luhmann on institutional structuralism and
jameson and hall on cultural studies thereafter the reader
becomes issues based looking at justice and truth
nationalism multiculturalism globalisation gender sexuality
race post coloniality the new socialtheory readeris an
essential companion for students who will not just use it on
their theory course but return to it again and again for
theoretical foundations for substantive subjects and issues

Sociological Theory
1995

problems in value theory takes a pro and con approach to
central topics in aesthetics ethics and political theory each
chapter begins with a question what makes actions right or
wrong does morality depend on god do we need government
contemporary philosophers with opposing viewpoints are
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then paired together to argue their position and raise
problems with conflicting standpoints alongside an up to
date introduction to a core philosophical stance each
contributor provides a critical response to their opponent and
clear explanation of their view discussion questions are
included at the end of each chapter to guide further
discussion with chapters ranging from why the government
should never wage war to what is art and does morality
depend on god this introduction covers questions lying at the
heart of debates about what does and does not have value

Problems in Value Theory
2020-02-06

a collection of essays that address eight central questions
with each question sparking a pair of opposing essays
summarizing important grounds of each position together
the essays provide an introduction to the major topics in
contemporary moral theory

Contemporary Debates in Moral
Theory
2009-02-04

this collection of 24 essays written by eminent philosophers
and political theorists brings together fresh debates on some
of the most fundamental questions in contemporary political
philosophy including human rights equality constitutionalism
the value of democracy identity and political neutrality
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presents fresh debates on six of the fundamental questions
in contemporary political philosophy each question is treated
by a pair of opposing essays written by eminent scholars
lively debate format sharply defines the issues invites the
reader to participate in the exchange of arguments and
paves the way for further discussion will serve as an
accessible introduction to the major topics in political
philosophy whilst also capturing the imagination of
professional philosophers offers the unique opportunity to
observe leading philosophers engaging in head to head
debate

The New Social Theory Reader
2004

in recent years a remarkable range of new work has been
produced dealing with class inequalities the division of labor
and the state in these writings scholars previously working in
isolation from one another in sociology economics political
science and history have found common ground much of this
work has been influenced by marxist theory but at the same
time it has involved critiques of established marxist views
and incorporated ideas drawn from other sources these
developments have until now not been reflected in existing
course texts which are often diffusely concerned with social
stratification and lack reference to contemporary theory
classes power and conflict breaks new ground in providing a
comprehensive introduction to current debates and
contemporary research in also connects these to the
classical sources concentrating particularly on marx lenin
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and weber the book therefore offers a comprehensive
coverage of materials for students who have little or no prior
acquaintance with the field each section of the book contains
a substantial introduction explaining and expanding on the
themes of the selections contained within that section
classes power and conflict can be expected to become the
standard text for courses in sociology and political science

Contemporary Debates in Political
Philosophy
2009-03-30

political theory from antiquity to the present has been
divided over the relationship between the requirements of
justice and the limitations of persons and institutions to meet
those requirements some theorists hold that a theory of
justice should be utopian or idealistic that the derivation of
the correct principles of justice should not take into account
human and institutional limitations others insist on a realist
or non utopian view according to which feasibility facts about
what is possible given human and institutional limitations is a
constraint on principles of justice in recent years the
relationship between the ideal and the real has become the
subject of renewed scholarly interest this anthology aims to
represent the contemporary state of this classic debate by
and large contributors to the volume deny that the choice
between realism and idealism is binary rather there is a
continuum between realism and idealism that locates these
extremes of each view at opposite poles the contributors
therefore tend to occupy middle positions only leaning in the
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ideal or non ideal direction together their contributions not
only represent a wide array of attractive positions in the new
literature on the topic but also collectively advance how we
understand the difference between idealism and realism
itself

Classes, Power and Conflict
1982-05-13

this important text introduces students to both feminism and
other social and political theories via an examination of the
inter relationship between different feminist positions and
key contemporary debates the book takes each debate in
turn outlines the main themes discusses different feminist
responses and evaluates the implications for real life political
and social issues this user friendly structure effectively
redraws the map of contemporary feminist thought offering a
fresh and succinct summary of an extensive range of
material and graphically demonstrating the ongoing
relevance and value of a feminist perspective

Political Utopias
2017-03-14

this volume introduces readers to a selected number of core
issues in metaphysics that have been central in the history of
philosophy and remain foundational to contemporary
debates that is substances properties modality and essence
causality determinism and free will anna marmodoro and
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erasmus mayr take a neo aristotelian approach both in the
selection and presentation of the topics but marmodoro and
mayr s discussion is not narrowly partisan it consistently
presents opposing sides of the debate and addresses issues
from different philosophical traditions and encourages
readers to draw their own conclusions about them
metaphysics combines a state of the art presentation of the
issues that takes into account the most recent developments
in the field with extensive references to the history of
philosophy the book thus makes topics in contemporary
analytical metaphysics easily accessible to readers who have
no specific background in contemporary philosophy but
rather in the history of philosophy at the same time it will
engage readers who do not have any historical background
with some key developments within the history of the subject

Feminist Social and Political Theory
2017-03-14

the perfect introduction to contemporary epistemology
completely overhauled for its third edition in contemporary
debates in epistemology pairs of specially commissioned
essays defend opposing views on some of today s most
compelling epistemological issues and problems offering a
unique blend of accessibility and originality this timely
volume brings together fresh debates on hotly contested
issues to provide readers with the opportunity to engage in
comparative analysis of constantly changing and developing
epistemological concepts now in its third edition
contemporary debates in epistemology features up to date
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coverage of the latest developments in the field entirely new
essays examine questions of epistemic normativity and
knowledge the relationship between belief and credence the
possibility of internalist epistemology epistemic
instrumentalism norms of assertion the use of thought
experiments in epistemology and more presents a rigorous
yet accessible introduction to the major topics in
contemporary epistemology contains head to head chapters
offering forceful advocacy of opposing philosophical stances
focuses on core areas of epistemology uses a lively debate
format that sharply defines the issues and encourages
further discussion all new chapters provide fully updated
coverage of new and emerging topics in epistemology part of
the wiley blackwell contemporary debates in philosophy
series contemporary debates in epistemology third edition
remains an essential resource for advanced undergraduate
philosophy majors graduate students in philosophy and
epistemologists who want to keep current with contemporary
epistemological debates

Metaphysics
2019-03-25

this book examines development theory from a political
persepctive it considers modernisation theory and public
policy as well as marxism the state and the third world
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Contemporary Debates in
Epistemology
2024-04-02

in the past decade the central principles of western feminist
theory have been dramatically challenged many feminists
have endorsed post structuralism s rejection of essentialist
theoretical categories and have added a powerful gender
dimension to contemporary critiques of modernity earlier
concepts of gender the body equality and women have been
radically undermined and newer concerns with difference
identity and power have emerged destabilizing theory
explores these developments in a set of specially
commissioned essays by feminist theorists does this change
amount to a real shift within feminist theory or will feminism
s links with an emancipatory modernism reinstate an older
political agenda can we transcend the common
counterposition of equality and difference or is feminism
condemned to argue within the terms of this binary
opposition contributors include griselda pollock chandra
talpade mohanty rosemary pringle and sophie watson moira
gatens gayatri chakravorty spivak sylvia walby and biddy
martin as well as the two editors the essays deal with subject
matter as wide ranging as the state experience art
lesbianism and the politics of translation and engage with
major debates in philosophy political theory and sociology
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Political Development Theory
2005-06-28

in this important and engaging volume international scholars
present opposing viewpoints to debate ten of the most
important issues in contemporary social philosophy provides
an original analysis of some of society s most pressing issues
written by an outstanding cast of international scholars
issues covered include the nature of freedom the limits of
religious tolerance affirmative action parenting the death
penalty privacy violence world hunger social diversity
homosexuality and abortion invites the reader to participate
in the exchange of arguments

Destabilizing Theory
1992

a timely collection of debates concerning the major themes
and topics in philosophy of mind fully updated with new
topics covering the latest developments in the field
contemporary debates in philosophy of mind provides a
lively and engaging introduction to the conceptual
background ongoing debates and contentious issues in the
field today original essays by more than 30 of the discipline s
most influential thinkers offer opposing perspectives on a
series of contested questions regarding mental content
physicalism the place of consciousness in the physical world
and the nature of perception and mental capacities written
to appeal to non specialists and professional philosophers
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alike the second edition of contemporary debates in
philosophy of mind features five entirely new debates on the
relation between perception and cognition whether pain is a
natural kind whether perception is best understood through
representational content or direct contact with the world
whether we need imagination that goes beyond imagery and
supposition and whether perceptual contents are general
particular or a hybrid presents 15 sets of specially
commissioned essays with opposing viewpoints on central
topics in philosophy of mind offers head to head debates on
central topics such as consciousness intentionality
normativity mental causation materialism and perception
provides a dynamic view of contemporary thinking about
fundamental and controversial issues includes a thorough
introduction providing a comprehensive background to the
issues explored in each debate part of wiley blackwell s
acclaimed contemporary debates in philosophy series
contemporary debates in philosophy of mind second edition
is essential reading for undergraduate and graduate students
academics professional philosophers and sophisticated
general readers with an interest in the subject

Contemporary Debates in Social
Philosophy
2009-02-04

this book provides a persuasive account of how identity and
difference factor in the debate on the self in the humanities it
explores this topic by applying the question to fields such as
philosophy cultural studies politics and race studies key
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themes discussed in this collection include authenticity in
michel de montaigne s essays the limits of the narrative
constitution of the self the use and abuse of the notion of
human nature in political theory and in the current political
context of multiculturalism and the feminist notion of the
erotic and of sexual violence this book will appeal to readers
with an interest in new perspectives on the self within the
humanities

Contemporary Debates in
Philosophy of Mind
2023-03-20

lively debates on controversial and compelling questions in
the philosophy of religion an updated edition of the
bestselling title building upon the reputation of the first
edition the extensively revised second edition of
contemporary debates in philosophy of religion features
fifteen essays which present arguments on some of the most
central and controversial topics in philosophy of religion from
the discipline s most influential thinkers considering
questions of both emerging and perennial interest from
atheistic theistic and agnostic viewpoints the book adopts
the series structure which pairs essays espousing opposing
perspectives on a particular question or theme in an
engaging pro and con format following accessible
introductions to each debate the volume s new and newly
revised contributions set the stage for thoughtful and lively
discourse between philosophers in philosophy of religion and
analytic theology debates range from vigorous
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disagreements between theists and their critics to
arguments between theists of different philosophical and
theological persuasions highlighting points of contrast for
readers while showcasing the field s leading minds in
dialogue the head to head chapters offer forceful advocacy
for some of the most compelling ideas beliefs and objections
in the philosophy of religion opening the conversation up to
students to weigh the arguments and engage in comparative
analysis of the concepts for themselves written to appeal to
the non specialist as well as the professional philosopher
contemporary debates in philosophy of religion is ideal as
both a provocative primary text for coursework in analytical
theology and philosophy of religion and as a broad survey of
the field for scholars and general readers with an interest in
the questions which underpin contemporary philosophy of
religion and theology

Political Development Theory
1986

the political economy reader advocates a particular approach
to the study of political economy the market institutional
perspective which emphasizes the ways in which markets
are embedded in political and social institutions this
perspective offers a compelling alternative to the market
liberal view which advocates freer markets and less
government intervention in the economy as if states and
markets were naturally at odds with each other the reader
embraces a truly interdisciplinary approach to the study of
political economy with extensive coverage from sociology
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economics history and political science it includes some of
the most important classical and contemporary theoretical
perspectives on political economy and it engages some of
the most topical debates in political economy today such as
climate change the global financial crisis inequality the
digital platform economy and the covid 19 pandemic for
political economy courses at a variety of levels and from a
range of disciplines the reader is also of interest to scholars
and citizens wanting perspective on the intersection of
economics politics and society new to the second edition
more than 20 new readings included by such notables as
elinor ostrom e j hobsbawm dani rodrik amartya sen thomas
piketty and mariana mazzucato among many others fully
updated introductions to the book and each thematic chapter
of readings coverage of key emerging debates including
climate change the financial crisis inequality the digital
platform economy and covid 19

Identity and Difference
2017-01-10

a lively and engaging collection which explains the various
strands of political theory identifies key futures trends and
explores the foundations of contemporary debate features
interviews with pre eminent theorists including quentin
skinner carole pateman and alex honneth
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Contemporary Debates in
Philosophy of Religion
2020-01-15

to follow

What is Film Theory?
2012

this text provides an up to date account of how things
currently stand in political philosophy and will provide an
excellent introduction for students from any background it
gives a lucid and careful account of the central controversies
and sites of disagreement in political theory over the last
thirty years and rather than sacrifice theoretical
sophistication and nuance for the sake of clarity and
accessibility it admirably achieves both catriona mckinnon
university of york this comprehensive textbook provides a
complete and accessible introduction to the main theorists
and issues in contemporary political theory today the text is
organized into two major parts the first contemporary liberal
theory outlines four distinct liberal theories of justice to
introduce the work of rawls nozick gauthier and dworkin the
second alternative traditions introduces the theorists and
themes associated with four key areas of contemporary
debate communitarianism multiculturalism deliberative
democracy and feminism by giving students questions for
consideration and using applied examples throughout the
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text illustrates the practical relevance of contemporary
theoretical debates to everyday issues in policy and politics
the result is an essential overview of all the main traditions
issues and positions in political theory today that will serve
as an invaluable resource for all students of contemporary
political theory political ideas and political philosophy colin
farrelly is assistant professor in the department of political
science at the university of waterloo canada introduction to
contemporary political theory will complement contemporary
political theory a reader edited by colin farrelly and also
published by sage publications

Political Development Theory
1989

in the fifth edition contested knowledge social theorist
steven seidman presents the latest topics in social theory
and addresses the current shift of universalist theorists to
networks of clustered debates responds to current issues
debates and new social movements reviews sociological
theory from a contemporary perspective reveals how the
universal theorist and the era of rival schools has been
replaced by networks of clustered debates that are relatively
autonomous and interdisciplinary features updates and in
depth discussions of the newest clustered debates in social
theory intimacy postcolonial nationalism and the concept of
the other challenges social scientists to renew their
commitment to the important moral and political role social
knowledge plays in public life accompanied by a companion
website for students at wiley com go seidman featuring
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chapter outlines and useful web links an instructor site can
also be accessed which features password protected
powerpoint teaching slides

The Political Economy Reader
2021-08-29

this collection of specially commissioned essays puts top
scholarshead to head to debate the central issues in the
lively and fastgrowing field of philosophy of biology brings
together original essays on ten of the most hotlydebated
questions in philosophy of biology lively head to head debate
format sharply defines the issuesand paves the way for
further discussion includes coverage of the new and vital
area of evolutionarydevelopmental biology as well as the
concept of a unified species the role of genes in selection the
differences between micro andmacro evolution and much
more each section features an introduction to the topic as
well assuggestions for further reading offers an accessible
overview of this fast growing and dynamicfield whilst also
capturing the imagination of professionalphilosophers and
biologists

Dialogues with Contemporary
Political Theorists
2012-11-16

this comprehensive textbook provides a complete and
accessible introduction to the main theorists and issues in
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contemporary political theory today the text is organized into
two major parts the first contemporary liberal theory outlines
four distinct liberal theories of justice to introduce the work
of rawls nozick gauthier and dworkin the second alternative
traditions introduces the theorists and themes associated
with four key areas of contemporary debate
communitarianism multiculturalism deliberative democracy
and feminism by giving students questions for consideration
and using applied examples throughout the text illustrates
the practical relevance of contemporary theoretical debates
to everyday issues in policy and politics the result is an
essential overview of all the main traditions issues and
positions in political theory today that will serve as an
invaluable resource for all students of contemporary political
theory political ideas and political philosophy

Truthmakers
2005-08-25

women s increased role in the labour market has combined
with concerns about the damaging effects of long working
hours to push time related issues up the policy agenda in
many western nations this wide ranging and accessible book
assesses policy alternatives in the light of feminist theory
and factual evidence the book introduces mainstream ideas
on the nature and political significance of time and re frames
them from a feminist perspective to provide a critical
overview of policies in western welfare states themes
covered include gender differences in time use and the
impact of time poverty on women s citizenship the need to
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value time spent giving and receiving care the social
meanings of time and whether we can talk about women s
time and men s time and the role of the past in framing
policy options today the book is essential reading for all
those interested in gender inequality time use or work rest of
life balance it will be an invaluable resource for students and
academics throughout the social sciences

Social Problems
1981

this exciting new textbook presents a clear framework for
students to understand how themes and issues in political
thought have emerged and developed throughout the 20th
century charting the progression from the preoccupation
with the boundaries of the modern state through to the
current debates on rights identity and justice the three
sections of the book enable the ideas of significant political
thinkers to unfold through a telling of the key political events
that gave a social context for their thought section i the inter
war debate weber gramsci and schmitt section ii post war
debates arendt oakeshott de beauvoir and adorno section iii
contemporary debates rawls nozick kymlicka and foucault
written in an accessible and concise format features include
rewind and fast forward indicators to easily guide students
around the text discussion points revision notes and further
reading in each chapter informative text boxes to highlight
key concepts people and events by exploring an often
ignored relationship in political thought the influence of
thought upon historical change and the influence of historical
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change upon theory this text delivers new and exciting
angles from which to approach politics today contemporary
political theorists in context is essential reading for all
students of social and political theory

Introduction to Contemporary
Political Theory
2003-12-03

an authoritative and cutting edge collection of theoretically
grounded and empirically informed essays exploring the
contemporary terrain of race and racism

Contested Knowledge
2012-06-29

the new edition of the definitive undergraduate guide to
contemporary sociological theory with updated reading
selections throughout the fourth edition of contemporary
sociological theory offers a thorough introduction to current
perspectives and approaches in sociology and social science
covering a broad range of essential topics this
comprehensive volume provides students with the
foundation necessary for understanding the theoretical
underpinnings of present day debates in the diverse field in
depth yet accessible readings address micro sociological
analysis symbolic interactionism network theory
phenomenology critical theory structuralism feminist theory
and more this classic text is fully revised to incorporate the
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most representative and up to date material including new
readings addressing debates on gender power and inequality
new editorial introductions clarify and contextualize the
selected readings while up to date examples highlight
connections to today s theoretical discussions this
authoritative survey of contemporary sociological theory
presents substantial primary source texts with detailed
introductions rather than brief excerpts and basic overviews
examines the sociological theories of foucault giddens
bourdieu and habermas discusses debates over modernity
and postmodernity crisis and change and race and difference
provides historical and intellectual perspective to each
selected reading in the book includes extensive references to
further readings and resources contemporary sociological
theory fourth edition provides the depth of coverage
students require for undergraduate courses in social and
sociological theory as well as courses in wider social science
programs such as human geography anthropology
criminology and urban studies in combination with its
complement classical sociological theory fourth edition
contemporary sociological theory remains the most complete
overview of sociological theory available

Contemporary Debates in
Philosophy of Biology
2009-11-19

contemporary debates in philosophy of science contains
sixteen original essays by leading authors in the philosophy
of science each one defending the affirmative or negative
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answer to one of eight specific questions including are there
laws of social science are causes physically connected to
their effects is the mind a system of modules shaped by
natural selection brings together fresh debates on eight of
the most controversial issues in the philosophy of science
questions addressed include are there laws of social science
are causes physically connected to their effects is the mind a
system of modules shaped by natural selection each
question is treated by a pair of opposing essays written by
eminent scholars and especially commissioned for the
volume lively debate format sharply defines the issues and
paves the way for further discussion will serve as an
accessible introduction to the major topics in contemporary
philosophy of science whilst also capturing the imagination of
professional philosophers

Contemporary Political Theory
2004

now in an updated edition with fresh perspectives on high
profile ethical issues such as torture and same sex marriage
this collection pairs cogently argued essays by leading
philosophers with opposing views on fault line public
concerns revised and updated new edition with six new pairs
of essays on prominent contemporary issues including
torture and same sex marriage and a survey of theories of
ethics by stephen darwallleading philosophers tackle
colleagues with opposing views in contrasting essays on core
issues in applied ethicsan ideal semester leng
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Gender and the politics of time
2007-11-21

religion is controversial and challenging whilst religious
forces are powerful in numerous societies they have little or
no significance for wide swaths of public or private life in
other places the task of theoretical work in the sociology of
religion is therefore to make sense of this apparently
paradoxical situation in which religion is simultaneously
significant and insignificant the chapters of part one consider
the classical roots of ideas about religion that dominated
sociological ways of thinking about it for most of the
twentieth century each chapter offers sound reasons for
continuing to find theoretical inspiration and challenge in the
sociological classics whilst also seeking ways of enhancing
and extending their relevance to religion today part two
contains chapters that open up fresh perspectives on aspects
of modern post modern and ultra modern religion without
necessarily ignoring the classical legacy the chapters of part
three chart new directions for the sociological analysis of
religion by fundamentally re thinking its theoretical basis by
extending its disciplinary boundaries and by examining
previously overlooked topics

Contemporary Political Theorists in
Context
2009-03-25
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the problem of free will is one of the great perennial issues of
philosophy and has been discussed and debated over many
centuries the issues that arise in this sphere cover both
metaphysics and morals and concern matters of central
importance not only for philosophy but also for law theology
psychology and the social sciences what is at stake here is
nothing less than our self image as responsible moral agents
who are in control of our own destiny and fate the
investigations and findings of modern science are judged by
many to put skeptical pressure on this self image and may
challenge its credibility during the past few decades the free
will controversy has developed and evolved in exciting and
significant ways all the major parties involved in this debate
have had to revise and amend their core positions with a
view to responding to the sophisticated and searching
arguments put forward by their critics and opponents the
papers collected in this volume represent the most essential
and indispensable contributions to the contemporary debate
the specific topics covered include moral luck skepticism and
naturalism the consequence argument alternate possibilities
libertarian metaphysics compatibilism and reason responsive
theories illusionism and revisionism optimism and pessimism
and the phenomenology of agency as well as contributions
relating to neuroscience and experimental philosophy the
collection is arranged in a way that presents the topics
covered in a structured and organized manner the general
aim is to provide an effective guide for students and readers
who are new to the field as well as a useful collection for
those who are already familiar with the topics and
contributions the contributors include many of the leading
and most distinguished figures in the field along with a
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number of younger scholars who have already had an impact
and produced significant work

Theories of Race and Ethnicity
2015-01-08

contemporary photography and theory offers an essential
overview of some of the key critical debates in fine art
photography today building on a foundational understanding
of photography it offers an in depth discussion of five topic
areas identity landscape and place the politics of
representation psychoanalysis and the event written in an
accessible style it introduces the critical literature relevant to
photography that has emerged over recent decades moving
beyond seminal works by writers such as walter benjamin
roland barthes and susan sontag it enables readers to
explore an extended canon of theorists including jacques
lacan judith butler and giorgio agamben the book is
illustrated throughout and analyses a range of works by
established and emergent artists in order to show how these
theoretical concepts are central to understanding
contemporary photography these 15 short essays encourage
readers to apply critical thinking to both their own work and
that of others they are the perfect starting point for essays
as well being of suitable length for assigned readings making
this the ideal resource for learning about contemporary
photography and theory
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Contemporary Sociological Theory
2022-04-14

problems in epistemology and metaphysics takes a pro and
con approach to two central philosophical topics each
chapter begins with a question can we have knowledge how
are beliefs justified what is the mind contemporary
philosophers with opposing viewpoints are then paired
together to argue their position and raise problems with
conflicting standpoints alongside an up to date introduction
to a core philosophical stance each contributor provides a
critical response to their opponent and clear explanation of
their view discussion questions are included at the end of
each chapter to guide further discussion with chapters
covering core questions surrounding religious beliefs
scientific knowledge truth being and reality this is a
comprehensive introduction to debates lying at the heart of
what we know how we know it and the nature of the world
we live in

Contemporary Debates in
Philosophy of Science
2004-01-09

contemporary debates in moral theory features pairs of
newly commissioned essays by some of the leading theorists
working in the field today brings together fresh debates on
the most controversial issues in moral theory questions
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include are moral requirements derived from reason how
demanding is morality are virtues the proper starting point
for moral theorizing lively debate format sharply defines the
issues and paves the way for further discussion will serve as
an accessible introduction to the major topics in
contemporary moral theory while also capturing the
imagination of professional philosophers

Contemporary Debates in Applied
Ethics
2013-12-02

Theorising Religion
2017-10-24

The Philosophy of Free Will
2013-02-14

Contemporary Photography and
Theory
2020-05-26
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Problems in Epistemology and
Metaphysics
2020-02-06

Sociological Perspectives on Law:
Contemporary debates
2001

Contemporary Debates in Moral
Theory
2009-02-04
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